Colorful banners featuring local people line several blocks of Delmar BoWevard.
They are the work of W. Patrick Schuchard and School of Art painting students.

N.ew banners bring DelDlar
neighborhood 'into the loo.p'
OU may already have noticed them,
the striking yellow banners
streaming down Delmar just east
of University City's Loop. And perhaps
you 've recognized a few of the faces that
adorn them - the waitress from a nearby
Thai restaurant, the mechanic from a
local auto repair shop, the neighborhood
dry cleaner.
"It's our own version of the Loop 's
'Walk of Fame,''' said W Patrick
Schuchard, E. Desmond Lee Endowed
Professor for Community Collaboration
at the School of Art. Over the summer
Schuchard created 32 of the 7-foot banners, each bearing a colorful portrait of a
local resident, with the help of three
seniors - his son Alex Schuchard, IC.
Steinbrunner and Eric Wicker, all painting
maj ors in the School of Art.
The banners, hung on streetlights
along the half-mile section of Delmar
between Skinker Boulevard and
DeBaliviere Avenue, were installed over
the last few weeks by Bi-State Development Agency as part of an Arts in Transit
program designed to help revitalize the
area surrounding the Delmar and Forest

Y

Park MetroLink stations. A Missouri Arts
Council grant also helped fund the
project.
"We wanted to engage the community,
the people who live and work in the area,"
Schuchard said.
"We spent a few days in mid-July
going from shop to shop, hanging out,
taking photographs and talking to
people," he continued. "One of the nicest
things about the project was how we were
able to involve people who otherwise
might not ever have had formal portraits
made - business owners, residents,
MetroLink riders and even a couple of
homeless guys. Ideally, after a year or so,
I'd like to replace the banners with a new
group and give the old ones to the people
who modeled for them."
Schuchard, who earned a bachelor of
fine arts degree from Washington University in 1973, has taught at the art school
and the School of Architecture in various
capacities since 1977. He became an
associate professor at the School of Art in
1993 and was named to the E. Desmond
Lee Professorship this year.
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